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WAR TRAINING. 
By COLONEL T. M. CORKER. 

AT our last annual dinner the Director-General, in a speech 
reported in the July number of the JOURNAL OF 'fEE ROYAL ARMY 
MEDICAL CORPS, drew particular attention to the necessity of 

, studying not only our own organisation in war, but also problems 
in military strategy and tactics generally. He touched a chord 
that fully respqpded. The suggestion that knowledge of military 
strategy on our part is uncalled for and unnecessary has been most 
unacceptable to our officers in the past. There is no phase of our 
work more important than that which yields positive proof of the 
great part the Corps plays in the success of military operations-by 
clearing the area of conflict of the wounded that would hamper the 
movements of the General Officer Commanding-in-Chief, and by 
dealing with them in such prompt and capable fashion that the 
dreadful sights of ancient battlefields may no longer horrify the 
eye and lower the morale of the rest of the troops. 

But before we turn to a consideration of practical methods of 
training in the art of war, it will be useful to review briefly our 
position in peace. There is a consensus of opinion in the Corps, in 
our profession, in the Army at large, and in the War Office, that we 
fulfil our duties with increasing efficiency with each successive year. 
This, too, the Director-General has insisted upon, and statistics 
in proof were given in Parliament in the discussion on the Esti
mates. They will be found reported in the leading papers, and 
should be kept continually in mind. Lord Kitchener, in his fare
well speech in India, quoted in the Naval and Military Gazette of 
September 4th, has again referred to the enormous diminution in 
sick-rate, death-rate, and invaliding. Officers should have these 
figures at their finger-ends. They will at least remember without 
great mental strain that our Corps is able to provide the British 
Army of to-day with two full regiments that lay ill in hospital in 
the past. Other data will be found in an address by Sir Alfred 
Keogh, reported in the April number of our Journal. I may add a 
personal note: One of our leading civilian surgeons said to me 
the other day that there were fewer men invalided with surgical 
affections to be found in the civil hospitals than formerly. It was 
with considerable satisfaction I explained to him that the Corps 
now did its own surgery, and he offered his congratulations. 
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'1'. M. Oorlce1' 533 

It is well to keep these points in mind in order to maintain a 
very necessary esprit de corps and self-respect, and it is particularly 
desirable that the clever young officers we welcome every year 
should know exactly where they stand. It is not they who shed 
lustre on the Corps: their day is yet to come. But it is their 

. function to keep brightly burning the light that they find a.lready 
lit, and to leave nothing undone, in big or little matters, that will 
maintain or enhance its brilliancy. Those I have met. seem most 
loyally anxious to do this. No one in fact can rest on his oars. 
The Royal Army Medical Corps is born to be fidelis in arduis as 
the 'sparks fly upwards. And even· in the retired ranks, among 
those entitled to enjoy otium cum dignitate, we discern, in the 
spirit that brings them to our dinner and stimulates them to serve 
on committees, a loyal interest that cannot fail to impress and 
encourage those in harness. 

Turning from what may be termed the peaceful side of our 
labours, we enter a somewhat different arena when we consider 
our work in war. In the control of decimating diseases and in 
sanitary work we may hope in the near future to be greatly assisted 
by the increasing knowledge of other branches of the Service, and 
by the fact that no commander in the field in the future is likely 
to look with approval on any Commanding Officer who loses many 
men from zymotic disease under conditions that may be traced to 
ignorance or inattention to detail. But we have another great func
tion, and almost a purely military one-the subject of this paper
the duty of clearing away the wounded so that the General-in-Chief 
may continue his responsible strategical work untrammelled by men 
who, without us to remove them, might ruin his best-laid schemes. 
We in the Corps have not yet arrived at finality in our dispositions, 
and it is possible we shall never do so. In every sphere in this 
universe it has been said that change is the only factor that is itself 
changeless, and evolution the only absolute mathematical constant. 
Wireless and aeronautic developments, the increasing range and 
destructiveness of guns, all affect strategy and tactics, and modify 
our own work in turn. But we cannot ourselves be prepared to 
follow these changes with practical sense and efficient action unless 
we follow closely the advancing wave. As in medicine, surgery, 
and sanitation, so it is in war work: our officers must thoroughly 
understand operation orders, and this understanding must become 
practised and intuitive, and not formal, stereotyped, and old
fashioned. So only can we perform our national duty in war and 
at the same time increase the reputation which it is recognised 
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534 Wa1' Tmining 

the Corps possesses. It is, moreover, incumbent on N.C.O.'s and 
men in varying degrees to follow intelligently the tactical situation, 
and (to anticipate what will be repeated later) no feature in our 
recent training was more satisfactory than the enthusiastic response 
of our N.C.O.'s and men to ideas of our modern war training as 
compared with the unthinking mechanical work of the past. The 
officers in charge of the training were greatly pleased with the 
response of the rank and file. 

With these general observations on the aim and work of the 
Corps, we come to considef in detail the training that will enable 
us to carry out the functions we conceive to be demanded from us: 
that is, first, the training of officers in administrative and executive 
duties; secondly, the training of a company in work on the field of 
battle. 

Now, it is not altogether easy for officers of the Royal Army 
Medical Corps to be detached for manoouvres and staff rides. 
We are a hard-worked crew and there are many demands upon 
us. Moreover, a certain amount of preliminary study and know
ledge is needed before anything like a tactical tour can be 
appreciated or intuitive precision attained in such points as 
the disposal of field ambulances on congested routes, the issue 
of orders during an action, and the removal of wounded under 
the varying conditions of advance and retreat. It is necessary, 
too, that each officer should have an exact knowledge of principles 
and regulations, of the figure's and data contained in the latest 
editions of'military handbooks issued by the War Office, and in 
articles and pamphlets on Corps work. Without this knowledge 
he thinks loosely and inaccurately on military points, even those 
relating to his own Corps, very much as so many of our com
batant brethren do with regard to sanitation. We expect them, 
in the twentieth century, to learn a good deal of our particular 
work, and equally we must learn a good deal of theirs. Thus the 
usual composition of an advanced guard and its recognized func
tion, with its necessarily limited proportion of medical assistance, 
should be within the ordinary knowledge of a field officer of the 
Royal Army Medical Corps, just as it is incumbent upon the 
officer commanding a regiment to understand and fall in with 
recommendations as to the necessity of boiling water for drinking 
or of antityphoid inoculation. This need of knowledge in common, 
of mutual interchange of ideas, is quite recognised by thinking 
men. 

The books and pamphlets it is necessary to be familiar with 
and to mark with the red pencil of wisdom are these :-
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(1) "Field Service· Regulations," Part I., Operations, 1909; 
(2) "Field Service Regulations," Part n., Organisation and 
Administration, 1909; (3) "Training and Manoouvre Regulations," 
1909; (4) "Field Service Pocket Book," 1903; (5) "War Estab
lishments," 1908-09; (6) "Field Service Manual," 1908, Army 
Medical Service (Appendix 35 is a most valuable diagram); 
(7) the admirable papers by Lieutenant-Colonel Macpherson, a 
very useful article on second line transport by Major Birrell, in 
the number for June, 1909, and numerous other excellent contribu
tions in our Journal. To these we may usefully add (8) Lieutenant
Colonel Macpherson's "Russo-Japanese War"; (9) books such as 
the" Science of War," by the late Colonel Henderson, and works 
on Staff Rides (obtainable from Regimental Officers)'; (10) copies 
of Medical. Staff Rides (obtainable from brother officers). 

This list is less formidable than it looks and the work to be 
done less than might be expected, and yet it is very necessary, and 
also very interesting, as every officer readily admits when he has 
once mastered the groundwork. 

Having assimilated the orders and principles in these books and 
articles, and also having grasped some idea of the problems we have 
not yet completely solved, such as the transfer of wounded from 
field ambulances to the rear, the careful study of a tactical tour 
should next be undertaken. I have to thank Surgeon-General 
Bourke for several copies of his "Carlow Staff Ride of 1908," and 
Surgeon-General Sir Thomas Gallwey for his Ride based on the 
Aldershot Manoouvres of 1908. Full use has been made of both. , 
During Christmas, 1908, I collected the officers on duty in Edin
burgh, and on six afternoons we worked, at the Carlow Ride, 
which was subsequently lent to several officers, both Regular and 
Territorial. A good plan is to place the map before 'a class, and, 
when they have studied it for a time and heard the general scheme, 
to ask them to note roughly on paper what they would do here and 
there on successive days as the fight proceeded, and then to read 
out the dispositions regarded as the best. Differences of opinion 
are healthy rather than otherwise. To answer with any readiness 
is impossible at first, but each officer feels a glow of satisfaction 
when later on he begins to see approximately what he should do 
and what orders he should give. On several evenings during the 
traiuing of the 13th Company, Royal Army Medical Corps, at 
Barry. Captain McLennan, who was at first in command, worked 
out a special local s,cheme which the General Staff drew up for us, 
and the next night I visited the camp and went over the work. 
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536 War 'l'raining 

The problems included a visit to a neighbouring town to pick out 
buildings for stationary hospitals, shops with medical material, and 
horses in livery stables for the transport of clearing hospitals j also 
a visit to a battle area five miles off to correct ideas as to dressing
stations, problems as to advanced guards, re-embarkation, &c. 
All these visits were not made owing to the weather and want of 
time, but the points were nevertheless studied and appreciated. 
A week later I took down the Aldershot scheme, and we spent two 
evenings in discussing its features, ~ajor Scott carrying on the 
work subsequently, and, as the N.C.O.'s and men themselves seemed 
very keen, a lecture on this same tour was also given to them by 
Captain McLennan. It was thought the audience might be bored, 
but nothing of the kind happened, and the men followed the probable 
work of their units with much interest and appreciation. Further, 
as Colonel Hunter-Weston could not come to lecture as we had 
hoped, Colonel Forde, commanding the 40th Brigade Royal Pield 
Artillery, then in camp, very kindly gave two lectures on operation 
orders and map reading. 

In addition to study of staff rides, each officer had been directed 
during the past winter to submit a thesis on the work of the Royal 
Army Medical Corps in war. Some very poor theses were sub
mitted, but others were most instructive and interesting. Captain 
Rutherford sent in a most comprehensive paper, and so did Captain 
McLennan. Captain Harding dealt chiefly with data derived from 
past wars which a Director of Medical Services should know. 
Major Scott made useful and suggestive recommendations as to 
future wars. But the point I desire to emphasize particularly is 
the progress generally attained, so that every officer in the command 
has now either a very good idea of what is required from him in 
war, or at least a fair notion of what he ought to know and how to 
rapidly acquire that knowledge. I would suggest, if it has not 
already been done, that a short course of the kind -might form part 
of the studies of our young officers when they first join our College. 
It would make them feel from the outset what an integral factor 
the Corps forms in war, and it would bring them into immediate 
touch with the purely military side of their life, with obvious 
advantage in several directions. 

The unit in training was a section of a field ambulance con
taining normally four officers. The General Officer Commanding in 
Scotland, however, gave permission to take as many officers to camp 
as I wished, and no fewer than eleven officers attended, some for the 
whole fortnight, others for shorter periods. One of the features 
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not previously introduced was instruction by the Quartermaster in 
methods of drawing and returning stores and completing documents. 
Captain Brook's lectures dealt with discrepancy vouchers, expepse 
vouchers, ra~ions, fuel and light, and medical and surgical equip~ 
ment, opening, closing and rendering accounts, and with such forms 
as G 968, G 973, G 980, G 1,033, P 1,925, F 776, B 56, F 727, 
and F 1,209. Every officer who desires to understand the machinery 
and internal economy of a field ambulance should keep a set of 
these forms incorrectly made out in some details in black ink and 
corrected in red. I think a separate article from Captain Brook 
would prove decidedly useful. 

We come now to the more particular training of the N.C.O:s 
and men. A retrospect of past trainings is instructive, as it shows 
how the study of any problem develops by degrees in interest and 
effectiveness. In 1906 we could not see our way to a training at 
all; it was novel and there were evident difficulties. So we had 
none. In 1907 it was felt an effort should be made, and that per
haps equipment, wagons, horses, &c., could somehow be obtained. 
Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. Birrell took charge, and the training was 
carried out at Stobs. We then realised our difficulties and how to 
meet them. Next year, at Barry, Lieutenant-Colonel Austin com
manded, and fJlrther progress resulted. But we still had to draw 
twenty men from Aldershot, and the equipment left much to be 
desired. This year the Assistant Director of Ordnance Services, 
Colonel Anley, took a great deal of trouble about equipment, and 
the section was practically complete. At the last moment an 
operation tent was obtained from the Aberdeen Territorial Field 
Ambulances. The Army Service Corps gave us all we needed in 
horses and wagons, and the King's Own Scottish Borderers kept 
us liberally supplied with wounded. As to the contingent from 
Aldershot, we practically did without it. Eight men of the Royal 
Army Medical Corps were sent up in advance to cover future 
casualties, and two Special Reservists were also put in to make 
up the sixty-one. In the meanwhile the hospitals in the command 
were manned by special reservists to a great extent, and this 
was another new feature, and a very important one. I should 
like to go a little further in future, and to bring to training 
almost every N.C.O. in the company, supplying their places at 
out-stations by regimental N .C.O.'s for disciplinary purposes. This 
would· mean 6d. a day for each N.C.O. during that period, and 
requires. a little thought and some preliminary negotiations with 

. the Chief Accountant. Some··of our N .. C.O.'s get too much into 
38 
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588 Wa1' Tmining 

a grove and sadly need a fortnight's brushing up in war work; 
others are extremely keen and enjoy such a training' immensely. 
Whether keen or not, the effect· on all ranks, as was evident to me 
and as finally reported by Major Scott, was most marked, and the 
company left camp a very different unit. All were manifestly 
pleased with the improvement they had made. 

And now ,we may deal with the bedrock work of the men. I' 
have always felt that dancing quadrilles round a stretcher, however 
useful as a preliminary drill, utterly failed to develop the higher 
work of which our. men are capable. Some of us had had the 
advantage of seeing Lieutenant-Colonel J ames training the Officers 
Training Corps in advancing by rushes to collect wounded, taking 
cover under fire like well-trained infantry, instead of presenting 
themselves in a solid block, a sextuple phalanx for all and sundry 
to practise musketry upon. Officers corpmanding detachments of 
the Royal Army Medical Corps had been asked to bring their 
N.C.O.'s and men to such a standard of drill that no time need 
be lost in brushing up what every recruit knows, in order that 
this new advance and other forms of actual war work might be 
studied from the outset. I may add that one or two officers at 
out-stations seemed to think no drill could be carried out without 
six men, as if in war we had not constantly to work with even as 
few as two bearers to a .stretcher. Then, again, it has seemed to 
me that however interesting physiological knowledge as' to the 
interchange of gases in the blood may be, it is somewhat more 
valuable to know how to prevent a man from bleeding to death. 
Some orderlies will talk with parrot-like facility of "controlling 
the subclavian," but if asked to put the tip of a finger on even the 
radial or the ulnar, they show a most marked ignorance. During 
this training each squad was taught that the first duty was to 
stop the bleeding, and it was satisfactory in the end to see a man 
pounce at once upon the nearest main vessel and hold it while the 
others formed improvised splints, &c. 

The actual method of dealing with the wounded man without 
moving him required study, and here I must add some personal 
experiences. In the Indian Frontier campaign in 1897 we found 
that the good old Indiandoolie was a common mark for the enemy, 
and, in addition, could not be carried on precipitous ground. By 
degrees then we all adopted the blanket stretcher-that is, an 
ordinary blanket doubled, to form a bag open at both ends, with 
the poles stitched into the edges of the bag, or simply run along 
inside. My own practice when out with a brigade was to put two 
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Kahars and either an assistant surgeon or a trained regimental 
orderly with each blanket stretcher. I generally started with eight 
or ten such parties, and gradually sent them off here and there' as 
companies or regiments took up their positions. Usually this party 
of three carried another blanket, a few drugs, splints and bandages, 
some sticks and matches, water, a tin of beef-tea, and possibly a 

. syringe and morphia. Thus each small party became the ultimate 
unit, the nucleolus, of a hospital. A special net through which 
rifles might be passed was sometimes added, and I may mention 
this again. The object aimed at was not only the avoidance of a 
mark to fire at, but the use of a light conveyance, and the supply 
of certain comforts for the wounded who might have to remain 
with the company for many hours, as they could not safely travel 
back alone. 

.' 

Now in modern war with civilised troops we again approach a. 
similar position. Lieutenant-Colonel Macpherson has dealt with 
this phase of our work very fully in pamphlets that form the b.asis 
of all our succeeding work, and has insisted that it may be impos
siBle to remove wounded at all, until long periods have elapsed. 
Each stretcher party should therefore regard itself, and be to some 
extent equipped, as a dressing-station, and should carry an extra. 
blanket and waterproof sheet, a pick or spade, some strong cord, the 
articles mentioned above, &c. 

At the final inspection great proficiency was attained in all the 
items of this higher training. Lieutenants Pottinger and Taylor 
controlled the advances with whistles, officers and men lying down 
and taking cover, then advancing by rushes, and acting similarly 
when retiring with wounded. All this was carried out among the 
sandhills of Barry, the scene, by the way, of a very bloody battle 
in the eleventh century, when Malcolm.II. defeated a Danish army. 
When the tally indicated hremorrhage the artery was in most cases 
immediately and correctly controlled, instead of the supposed 
patient being allow~d to bleed to death while No. 4 played happily 
with a complicated tourniquet. For urgent work the bearers 
might also carry a yard of indiarubber tubing. Grass, sticks, and 
rifles were used as improvised splints. One new feature was a coat 
bound round a strong stick or rifle, and slung on a bearer's back by 
the rifle slings. The wounded man then sat pick-a~back on this. 
Much injured men were placed in a shelter dug in the ground, and 
blanket tents were erected. Several officers of other corps. were 
present, and commented upon the intelligence and. cleverness of 
our men. It was a phase of our work they were unfamiliar with, 
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and they were evidently impressed by the fact that our men had 
been trained to do what they thought only a surgeon could manage. 
Another improvisation has been described as my net. This is a 
rough net some 2 ft. square with holes at the corners. Rifles are 
thrust through and a seat is formed. The patient should sit side 
saddle, leaning back in the arms of the rear bearer. The net can 
be made to weigh 4 oz., and a small party on an advanced post 
would find the method easy and useful on narrow hill paths. This 
simple stretcher can easily be made from other material as well. 

Since some of the bearers will certainly be wounded it may be 
necessary to put four men to a stretcher. Under such circum
stanees it is advisable to direct a more frequent use of the blanket 
stretcher, and thus to have the power of doubling the number of 
stretcher parties at need. If, after an action, regimental units are 
called on to assist in clearing a field, the blanket stretcher would 
certainly be useful. Again, is it not clear that our bearer division 
as well as our nursing section must be au fait with the immediate 
treatment of arteries, fractures, and wounds generally? But these 
and many other ideas will suggest themselves the more we:study 
the subject. 

Another very important feature that requires much attention is 
the linking up of the regimental bearers with those of the Royal 
Army Medical Corps. An attempt was made to carry this out 
practically, but no trained regimental bearers were available. A 
medical officer and two men per company should, whenever possible, 
turn out for field days with the Royal Army Medical Corps 
Company, and study exactly the same procedure as described for 
the bearer divisions. . The linking up of regimental and field 
ambulance bearers with the collecting and dressing stations, by 
semaphore and other signals, should also be demonstrated. This 
was done. Our men are taking much interest in this new develop
ment. I have referred to the appreciation expressed on seeing our 
men's work. Efforts should be made to sho.w this work more 
generally and to insist that the regimental bearer be really 
thoroughly trained in stopping hremorrhage, digging shelter pits, 
erecting tents d'abri, &c. Theoretically, these bearers should keep 
moving with the battalion,. and· hence quick and effective work 
is expected at their hands before they move on, and when a halt 
comes in the advance, then all that our field-ambulance officers 
and men do should also be done by the regimental medical officer 
and his men. I go further and hold most strongly that every 
officer and man in the. Army should know something of first aid,.. 
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and, above all things, of the control of hremorrhage, and that in 
this instruction of the soldier in immediate and efficient first aid, 
each man for himself and his' neighbour, we should take a new line 
such as we have in teaching sanitation. We shall see this new 
knowledge imparted in the future as soon as officers outside our 
Corps get over the shock of learning a little more in addition to the 
weight of wisdom already expected. Our combatant brethren are 
practical men, and they would soon take to the idea. Double
company training naturally leads up to this. No medical officers 
went out with these companies in this command this year; a 
nursing orderly was detailed; but he may fall ill or be injured, and 
the only immediate aid then available will be that rendered by the 
company officer and his" two men per company." 

At the other end of our field-ambulance work we link up with 
clearing hospitals, improvised aid and transport, and with second
line transport.· No transport may be available. One of the latest 
ideas of the General Staff is that before any important action 
is fought all roads in rear will be kept clear for all possible 
eventualities, and that the second-line transport will be sent 10 or 
12 miles to the rear. Under these conditions the field ambulances, 
in order to preserve their function with the divisions, must; as 
soon as they have cleared the field, drop their wounded. for the 
clearing hospital to pick up, leaving an officer aIld a few men 
temporarily in charge. The ready 'adaptation of a farmhouse, there
fore, becomes another factor in training. There is some confusion 
of thought as to first~line and second-line transport. Reference to 
Field Service 'Regulations, Part n. (Organisation and Administra
tion, 1909), shows what this difference is, and it is also indicated on 
page 30 of the Field Service Pocket Book. I have already referred to 
Major Birrell's article in the June number of the Journal; and 
there is a useful article by Lieutenant-Colonel Heuston in the May 
number ori " Motor Traction." But supposing that this second-line 
transport can come up, it may still need adaptation. This requires 
further study, and the demonstration of its practicability to the 
Army Service Corps also demands study, and with this study will 
come pot only new ideas for our Corps, but familiarity with the 
system on the part of the Army Service Corps themselves, and 
further willing assistance such as we have already received. A 
training, then, which shows regimental work in touch with field 
ambulance work, and that, again, with second-line transport, will 
demonstrate the intended sequence in the disposition of the wounded. 

Loading is another important detail; and with this comes into 
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play the necessary knowledge of the N.C.O.'s. If loading is carried 
out In a disorderly fashion, time is lost, equipment is broken, and 
the packages, if numerous, may not fit in the wagons and carts. 
But if the equipment fixed upon by the officer commanding for his 
dressing-station first be laid out in lines in some recognised order, 
the wagon or forage-cart may be backed to the end of the libe, and, 
on the direction to load being given, the loading may be effected 
in orderly sequence and with a military precision that cannot fail to 
make the men feel they are doing smart and useful work. In this 
way a gener~l service wagon and a forage-cart were heavily loaded 
and tarpaulins fixed within five minutes. A less proportional time 
should not be permitted in handling our delicate equipment. The 
whole section-both sub-divisions-should stand by and witness 
all work that takes place, so that casualties may be filled up by 
instructed men. This interchangeability should, to a certain extent, 
be one of the features of all units that play the hazardous game 
of war. 

From the N.C.O.'s should be expected an intimate knowledge 
of the contents of all panniers and of modes of packing, and clear 
ideas as to what is required for dressing-stations. And in the 
actual work itself, once the preliminary drills are over, no loud
voiced orders should be heard. A quiet word here and there must 
be enough. Quick work, combined with silence, is a great test of 
well-trained men, taught to rely upon and to think for them
selves. 

Then there is sanitary training to be considered. Practical 
work was carried out by the company-destructors, urinals, new 
pattern field latrines, straw filter-tubs, all being dug. One of the 
latest ideas is to cover over all the connecting channels and absorp
tion branches of waste-water pits. Flies will not enter dark 
places, and thus they are deprived of a. breeding-ground. I believe 
attention was first directed to this point lately in India, but I 
cannot give the observer's name. Special lectures on sanitation 
were gIven by Lieutenant Hingston. Lectures on the Japanese 
War, comparing the features of British and Japanese field medical 
arrangemerits, given in Lieutenant-Colonel Macpherson's book, 
were delivered by Major Scottand·found very entertaining. 

The dressing-station work' was extremely good and may be 
described in detail. The company, having been formally inspected 
and heavy equipment taken off, proceeded to load up and move off, 
and about a mile away formed its dressing-station. When we 
returned from the sand:"hills and all the wounded had beenbrouglit 
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'J', M. Oorkel' 543 

in and the· orderlies questioned on various professional points; the 
d~essing-station was minutely inspected. Kitchens and all sanitary 
appliances had been prepared and fires lit. Tentsd'abri had been 
erected. Bell tents had been properly pitched (poles and pegs) and 
provided with bedding, crockery, &c. Every article was laid out for 
immediate iIse, as if in action. Within the operation tent a patient 
lay on a table as if prepared for operation, and the operating surgeon 
and his assistants all wore gowns or towels; water and lotions, 
chloroform, strychnine, dressings, &c., were. all ready. So . realistic 
was. the work that a spectator concluded an actual. operation was 
about to begin and hurriedly left in some dismay. Other nursing 
orderlies were called in and questioned as to various instruments, 
and made to use the tube tourniquet and to construct aluminium 
splints from the coils in the boxes. Some hot bovril was produced 
and the inspecting officer, who had had as hard a day as the rest, 
took a square drink to make sure it was well made. 

The Field State of Wounded (Army Form A 28) was then pro
duced. Finally, orders were given to pack up and load, and on 
return to the main camp to unload. The company was then formed 
up, and I endeavoured to express to officers and men my congratu
lations on their work. It was certainly" hard to beat;" as I told 
them. It was a pleasure to think that all who were at this training 
both enjoyed and appreciated what we may justifiably term high
level work. 

Among those who were kind enough to come to witness the 
morning's work, besides Colonel Forde and other officers in camp, 
were Lieutenant-Colonel Kinnearand Captain Kidd, of the R.A.M.C. 
Territorial Force. Captain Morrison, an old officer of the Corps 
who joined some forty-six years ago, was also present. He is now 
Secretary of the Church Scripture Readers' Society, and was good 
enough to place a hut at the disposal of the officers' mess. There 
was also Mr. H. D. Stone, whose father, Dr. Stone, of Montrose, 
was a surgeon in the Army in or about 1865. After lunch, Captain 

. Brook showed us his wheeled stretcher, which is well known in the 
Corps, and harnessed a pony to show its convertibility. We had 
some discussion about it. If it were made to weigh less, and c·ould 
be easily packed and carried, a dozen would be very useful in a 
field ambulance, as to draw rather than to carry a patient is an 
easier matter and takes fewer men. It has more than once been 
suggested that infantry should wheel with them some of their 
equipment, and an adaptation of Captain Brook's stretcher would 
seem to meet the case. The messing of officers and men always 
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544 War T1'aining 

demands attention'; A mess committee was! formed and books were 
regularly kept as part of the instructional

l 
course. The N.C.O.'s 

and men were well looked after; store tents were drawn for them 
to mess in. Their messing book was produced at inspection. Last 

, year sports were organised by Lieutenant-Colonel Austin; , This 
year the men preferred a smoking concert, and the officers enter
tained the men'with drinks and tobacco. 

I must add a few lines about our brethren in the Territorial 
Royal Army Medical Corps. The advance made in the, last two 
years in smartness and efficiency is beyond expectation. They will 

, not mind my saying that the old bearer company was, as a rule, 
little more than a pleasurable picnic, whereas now both in the 
Highland and in' the Lowland Divisions and Mounted Field Ambu
lances the work done is most admirable; the Administr:ative 
Medical Officer and Officer Commanding are much to be congratu
lated on the smartnes,s, soldierly bearing, and 'discipline of the men. 
They were also well shod, a most important matter (it may be 
noted that all men should carry two pairs of boots to camp in our 
changeable climate,· besides canvas shoes, if possible). Sarritary 
instruction was imparted to all, and field works were constructed. 
In the Lowland ambulances, under Lieutenant-Colonel SomerviIIe, 

, a tactical tour was studied and a written appreciation made of the 
fitness of certain factories for hospitals. In the Highland Field 
Ambulances, 'under Lieutenant-Colonel Kinnear, I saw dressing
stations developed with the same regard to detail as at Barry, and 
a waste-water system, the work of Captain Rorie, that would serve 
as a model. A passing stream had a bay dug out from wlIich water 
was drawri for an ablution bencp. The soapy water, after passing 
through a straw filter, was collected in an artificial pond, from 
which ran a fan-like series of irrigation channels. At the outer 
limit of these was a connecting channel. In this hardly any water 
was visible. The rest had percolated through the ground into the 
stream again, which showed no sign of contamination. 

Reverting to the camp at Barry, I add an excellent syllabus 
devised and drawn up by Major B. H. Scott, and afterwards 
included in his official report. It may prove useful as a model 
scheme for a fortnight's unremitting hard work. The brunt of the 
duty of training fell upon him and on Captain McLennan, Lieu
tenant Hingston, Captain and Quartermaster Brook and Serjeant-

'Major Hill. In the CORPS 'NEWS at the end of this number will 
be found a list of all the officers, N.C.O.'s, and men present at the 
training. What impressed me even more than the excellence~of 
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SCHEME FOR INSTRUCTION OF No. 13 COMPANY, R.A.M.C. 
ANNUAL TRAINING AT BARRY, 1909. 

__ August, 190_9 ___ ~O to 7.80 a.~ ______ ~ 10 a.,m_. ___ -I ____ lI to 12 no~ ______ Ho 3 p~ ________ ~lIicers ____ _ 

16. Monday •• Arrival in camp. Re-pitching certain tents. , Kit inspection .• •• Work on. Tactical Tour. 
Detail BEARER and TENT DIVISIONS Mess meeting: officers' mess Carnoustie-Forfar. 

.. Pitching and striking tente Instruction-Field ambu- Instruction-Medical equip- Work on, Tactical Tour. 
bulance equipment and ment of a field ambulance Ditto. 

17. Tuesday • • Company drill •• 

18. Wednesday Stretcher and wagon drill First aid 
water cart (Brownlow's) 

.• Lecture-Camp sanitation Instruction-On drawing 
and checking stores 

Loading and uuloading G. S. 
wagons and forage carts 

Lecture-Organisation and 
requirements of a dressing
station and field ambulance 

Half-holiday 

Work on Tactical Tour. 

19. Thursday •• Company drill .• 

20. Friday 

21. Saturday 

22. SUNDAY 

• • Handseat drill; loading 
and unloading of wagons 
and carts 

• • Improvised stretchers; 
blanket bivouacs 

23. Monday • • Company drill •• 

24. Tuesday •• Stretcher and wagon drill, 
andloadingG.S. wagons 
and cart 

25. Wednesday Bandaging and splints, 
and loading G.S. wagons 
and cart 

26. Thursday 

27. Friday 

28. Saturday 

29. SUNDAY 

• • Extended movements for 
aid to and collection of 
wounded 

•• Lecture-Personal hy
giene of the soldier 

• • Struck hospital tents of 
field ambulance 

30. Monday • • Camp fatigues .. 

31. Tuesday • • Striking tents and camp 
fatigues 

September 
1. Wednesday Remaining tents struck 

Pitching and stnking the I Stretcher and wagon drill 
OPERATION tent 

Route march. Formation of dressing station. Search 
for and collection of wounded, 9 to 1 p.m. 

The operation tent and its I Inspection of field kits and 
equipment C. O.'s inspection of camp 

CHURCH PARADE. 
Field training-Kitchens, latrines, urinals, various slop 

sinks, incinerators, and destructors 
Lecture-On food contami-j Lecture-How to sa.feguard 

nation as a source of food from contamination 
disease ' ' 

Route march. Formation of dressing-station. Search 
for and collection of wounded 

Ditto. 
Carnoustie.Forfar Tactical 

Tour, by Col.' Corker. 
Carnoustie.Forfar Tactical 

Tour, by Col. Corker. 

Instruction-Medical equip- Lecture-=-'On framing orders, 
ment of field ambulance by Col. Ford, R.F.A; 

Lecture-Customs of war Lecture-On Map Reading, 
and Geneva Convention by Col. Ford, ,R.F.A: 

Lecture-Hints from the 
Russo-Japanese war 

Lecture - Comparison of 
British and Japanese Field 
Establishments, by Major 
Scott. 

Field training - Kitchens,latrines, urinals, various slop Lecture-Medical aid from Aldershot Tactical Tour, by 
Col. Corker. sinks, incinerators, and destructors firing line to base 

Inspection by P.M.O.: S.C. Marching order. Route 
march. Formation of dressing-station. Collection 
of wounded, &c., 8.45 a.m. to 1.15 p.m. 

Unloading of G.S. wagons Aldershot Tactics.l Tour, 
and forage cart continued, by Col. Corker. 

Lecture-Sanitation and I Inspection of field kits and 
prevention of disease in C.O.'s inspection of camps 
camps ' ' 

CHURCH PARADE 
Tents of Barry Camp Hos- Filling-in of all field train-

pital struck ' ing works 
Camp fatigues. Lecture- Out-station detachments 
On maps and map-reading left camp on return 

Half-holiday 

Lecture-On checking and 
returning stores in to store 

Camp fatigues. 

Stores loaded on railway trucks •• •• •• • • Headquarter detachment 
left to re-join Head

,quarters, Edinburgh 

Smoking concert for the 
men given by the officers. 

NOTE.-Of the men trained 
in signalling, the best were 
selected, and their training 
was continued whilst in 
camp. 
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546 War Training 

the work itself was. the enthusiastic manner in which all ranks 
responded to the increased demand for work. I am sure this is 
due to their having realised that this 'higher training fitted them 
for war work of a special and distinctive character, work that would 
be a real and evident factor in the success of the schemes of the 
.General in charge of operations, and would be recognised and 
understood by other corps, as indeed it actually was. 

Setting free the men of the Corps for duty in camp by utilising 
the special reserve was a novel feature in practice, and, in the 
future we may.aim at a similar .. relief and also arrange interaction· 
with St. John and St. Andrew's Ambulance Associations, from 
whom will be developed the Military Home Hospitals' Reserve. 
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